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QUESTION 1

You have a web app named App1 that is hosted in on-premises servers and on four Azure virtual machines (VMs). 

Each Azure region has one virtual machine. 

You need to recommend a solution to ensure that users will always connect to the closest instance of App1. 

The solution must prevent the users from attempting to connect to a failed instance of App1. 

Which two possible should you recommendation achieve the goal? 

A. Azure Front Door Service 

B. Azure Load Balancer 

C. round-robin DNS 

D. Azure Traffic Manager 

E. Azure Application Gateway 

Correct Answer: AD 

Correct Answers: 

Azure Front Door Service - Front Door is an application delivery network that provides global load balancing and site
acceleration service for web applications. It offers Layer 7 capabilities for your application like SSL offload, path-based 

routing, fast failover, caching, etc. to improve performance and high-availability of your applications. 

Azure Traffic Manager - Traffic Manager is a DNS-based traffic load balancer that enables you to distribute traffic
optimally to services across global Azure regions, while providing high availability and responsiveness. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-au/azure/architecture/guide/technology-choices/load-balancing-overview 

Wrong Answers: 

Azure Load Balancer - It is a regional load balancing solution. 

round-robin DNS - Round-robin DNS is a load balancing technique where the balancing is done by a type of DNS server
called an authoritative nameserver, rather than using a dedicated piece of load-balancing hardware. 

Azure Application Gateway - It is a regional load balancing solution. 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an Azure subscription that contains two virtual networks named VritualNetwork1 and VritualNetwork2. 

You have a Windows 10 device that connects to VritualNetwork1 by using a Point-to-Site (P2S) IKEv2 VPN. You have
implemented virtual network peering between VritualNetwork1 and VritualNetwork2. 

VritualNetwork1 allows gateway transit. VritualNetwork2 can use the remote gateway. You discover that you cannot
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communicate with VritualNetwork2 from Windows 10 device. You need to ensure that you can communicate with 

VritualNetwork2 from Windows 10 device. 

To achieve the requirement, you reset the gateway of VritualNetwork1. 

Did you achieve the requirement? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

The VPN client must be downloaded again if any changes are made to VNet peering or the network topology. 

If you make a change to the topology of your network and have Windows VPN clients, the VPN client package for
Windows clients must be downloaded and installed again in order for the changes to be applied to the client. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-point-to-site-routing 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You are implementing the Virtual network requirements for Vnet6. 

What is the minimum number of subnets and service endpoints you should create? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: 3 Subnets 

*

 One subnet for the three VMs 

Virtual network and subnets 

A subnet is a range of IP addresses in the virtual network. You can divide a virtual network into multiple subnets for
organization and security. Each NIC in a VM is connected to one subnet in one virtual network. NICs connected to
subnets 

(same or different) within a virtual network can communicate with each other without any extra configuration. 

*

 One gateway subnet for the incoming VPN connection. 

About the gateway subnet 

The virtual network gateway uses specific subnet called the gateway subnet. The gateway subnet is part of the virtual
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network IP address range that you specify when configuring your virtual network. It contains the IP addresses that the 

virtual network gateway resources and services use. The subnet must be named \\'GatewaySubnet\\' in order for Azure
to deploy the gateway resources. 

*

 One subnet for the two container groups 

To deploy to a new virtual network and have Azure create the network resources for you automatically, specify the
following when you execute az container create: 

Virtual network name 

Virtual network address prefix in CIDR format 

Subnet name 

Subnet address prefix in CIDR format 

Once you\\'ve deployed your first container group with this method, you can deploy to the same subnet by specifying the
virtual network and subnet names, or the network profile that Azure automatically creates for you. Because Azure 

delegates the subnet to Azure Container Instances, you can deploy only container groups to the subnet. 

Note: 

Contoso has the following virtual network requirements: 

Create a virtual network named Vnet6 in West US that will contain the following resources and configurations: 

Two container groups that connect to Vnet6 

Three virtual machines that connect to Vnet6 

Allow VPN connections to be established to Vnet6 

Allow the resources in Vnet6 to access KeyVault1, DB1, and Vnet1 over the Microsoft backbone network. 

Box 2: 2 

*

 One Service Endpoint for the Azure KeyVault KeyVault1. 

The virtual network service endpoints for Azure Key Vault allow you to restrict access to a specified virtual network. 

*

 One Service Endpoint for the Azure SQL Database DB1. 

Service endpoints are a networking feature in Azure designed to help you better identify traffic coming into your Azure
SQL Database as originating from one or more of your VNets. 

Note: Service endpoints are a networking feature in Azure designed to help you better identify traffic coming into your
Azure SQL Database as originating from one or more of your VNets. 
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Service endpoints are available for the following Azure services and regions. 

Azure SQL Database 

Azure Key Vault 

Etc. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/network-overview 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-create-site-to-site-rm-powershell 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-instances/container-instances-vnet 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-service-endpoints-overview 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/general/overview-vnet-service-endpoints 

 

QUESTION 4

You have an Azure environment that contains a virtual network named VNet1 with IP address space of 10.2.0.0/16. 

No devices are connected to VNet1. 

You plan to peer VNet1 with another virtual network named VNet2. 

VNet2 has an address space of 10.2.0.0/16. 

You need to create the peering. 

What should you do first? 

A. Configure a service endpoint on VNet2. 

B. Add a gateway subnet to VNet1. 

C. Create a subnet on VNEt1 and VNet2. 

D. Modify the address space of VNet1. 

Correct Answer: D 

Correct Answer(s): 

Modify the address space of VNet1 - Address spaces of virtual networks (VNet) must not overlap to enable VNet
Peering. The IP address range for VNet1 and VNet2 are overlapping. Therefore, the first step is to modify the IP
address range for VNet1. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-faq#vnet-peering 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-manage-peering#requirements-and- constraints 

Wrong Answers: 

Configure a service endpoint on VNet2 - Service endpoints provide secure and direct connectivity to Azure services
over Azure backbone network. 
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Add a gateway subnet to VNet1 - You need to create a gateway subnet for your VNet to configure a virtual network
gateway. It is not required for Vnet peering. 

Create a subnet on VNEt1 and VNet2 - Subnets are not mandatory for VNet peering. 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

You have three on-premises sites. Each site has a third-party VPN device. 

You have an Azure virtual WAN named VWAN1 that has a hub named Hub1. Hub1 connects two of the three on-
premises sites by using a Site-to-Site VPN connection. 

You need to connect the third site to the other two sites by using Hub1. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-wan/virtual-wan-site-to-site-portal 
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QUESTION 6

You have an Azure subscription that contains multiple virtual machines in the West US Azure region. 

You need to use Traffic Analytics. 

Which two resources should you create? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. (Choose two.) 

NOTE: Each correct answer selection is worth one point. 

A. an Azure Monitor workbook 

B. a Log Analytics workspace 

C. a storage account 

D. an Azure Sentinel workspace 

E. an Azure Monitor data collection rule 

Correct Answer: BC 

A storage acccount is used to store network security group flow logs. 

A Log Analytics workspace is used by Traffic Analytics to store the aggregated and indexed data that is then used to
generate the analytics. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/network-watcher/traffic-analytics 

 

QUESTION 7

You have two Azure virtual networks named VNet1 and VNet2. 

VNet1 contains an Azure virtual machine named VM1. 

VNet2 contains an Azure virtual machine named VM2. 

VM1 hosts a frontend application that connects to VM2 to retrieve data. Users report that the frontend application is
slower than usual. You need to view the average round-trip time (RTT) of the packets from VM1 to VM2. 

Which Azure Network Watcher feature should you use? 

A. IP flow verify 

B. Connection troubleshoot 

C. Connection monitor 

D. NSG flow logs 

Correct Answer: C 
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Correct Answer(s): 

Connection monitor - Connection Monitor provides you RTT values on a per-minute granularity. The connection monitor
capability monitors communication at a regular interval and informs you of reachability, latency, and network topology 

changes between the VM and the endpoint. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-monitoring-overview#monitoring 

Wrong Answers: 

IP flow verify - IP flow verify checks if a packet is allowed or denied to or from a virtual machine. 

Connection troubleshoot -- Enable you to troubleshoot network performance and connectivity issues in Azure. 

NSG flow logs - allows you to log information about IP traffic flowing through an NSG. 

 

QUESTION 8

HOTSTOP 

You need to connect an on-premises network and an Azure environment. The solution must use ExpressRoute and
support failing over to a Site-to-Site VPN connection if there is an ExpressRoute failure. 

What should you configure? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-coexist-resource-manager 

 

QUESTION 9

You have an Azure application gateway that has Azure Web Application Firewall (WAF) enabled. 

You configure the application gateway to direct traffic to the URL of the application gateway. 

You attempt to access the URL and receive an HTTP 403 error. You view the diagnostics log and discover the following
error. 

You need to ensure that the URL is accessible through the application gateway. 
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Solution: You configure a custom cookie and an exclusion rule. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

The log shows that WAF rule with ruleId 920300 was trigged. Instead we should disable the WAF rule that has a ruleId
920300. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/web-application-firewall/ag/web-application-firewall-troubleshoot 

 

QUESTION 10

You have an Azure application gateway named AppGW1 that balances requests to a web app named App1. 

You need to modify the server variables in the response header of App1. 

What should you configure on AppGW1? 

A. HTTP settings 

B. rewrites 

C. rules 

D. listeners 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-gateway/rewrite-http-headers-url 

 

QUESTION 11

HOTSPOT 

You have the Azure App Service app shown in the App Service exhibit. 
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The VNet Integration settings for as12 are configured as shown in the Vnet Integration exhibit. The Private Endpoint
connections settings for as12 are configured as shown in the Private Endpoint connections exhibit. 
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For each of the following statements, select Yes of the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

The integration subnet can be used by only one App Service plan. 

Box 2: No 
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No Private Endpoint connections defined. 

When regional virtual network integration is enabled, your app makes outbound calls through your virtual network. The
outbound addresses that are listed in the app properties portal are the addresses still used by your app. However, if
your 

outbound call is to a virtual machine or private endpoint in the integration virtual network or peered virtual network, the
outbound address will be an address from the integration subnet. 

Box 3: Yes 

Apps in App Service are hosted on worker roles. Regional virtual network integration works by mounting virtual
interfaces to the worker roles with addresses in the delegated subnet. Because the from address is in your virtual
network, it can 

access most things in or through your virtual network like a VM in your virtual network would. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/overview-vnet-integration 

 

QUESTION 12

You have an Azure subscription and an on-premises environment that is connected via ExpressRoute circuit. You have
two additional branch offices that you need to connect to the network. 

Several employees work remotely. 

Employees change locations frequently but still need access to Azure resources. 

You need to deploy a solution at the earliest. The costs must be minimal. 

What should you deploy? 

A. Point-to-Site VPN 

B. Site-to-Site VPN 

C. Virtual WAN 

D. Hub-and-Spoke Network Topology 

Correct Answer: C 

Correct Answer(s): 

The Virtual WAN architecture is a hub and spoke architecture for branches and users. It enables global transit network
architecture, where the cloud-hosted network \\'hub\\' enables transitive connectivity between endpoints that may be 

distributed across different types of \\'spokes\\'. All hubs are connected in full mesh in a Standard Virtual WAN making it
easy for the user to use the Microsoft backbone for any-to-any (any spoke) connectivity. This satisfies the requirement
to 

provide the quickest set up at the lowest cost. 
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-wan/virtual-wan-about 

Wrong Answers: 

Point-to-Site VPN - A Point-to-Site (P2S) VPN gateway connection lets you create a secure connection to your virtual
network from an individual client computer. 

Site-to-Site VPN Site-to-Site VPN gateways provide cross-premises connectivity between customer premises and
Azure. 

Hub-and-Spoke Network Topology This is one of the architecture model used to deploy Azure environment. 

 

QUESTION 13

You need to configure GW1 to meet the network security requirements for the P2S VPN users. Which Tunnel type
should you select in the Point-to-site configuration settings of GW1? 

A. IKEv2 and OpenVPN (SSL) 

B. IKEv2 

C. IKEv2 and SSTP (SSL) 

D. OpenVPN (SSL) 

E. SSTP (SSL) 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/openvpn-azure-ad-tenant 

 

QUESTION 14

You are configuring two network virtual appliances (NVAs) in an Azure virtual network. The NVAs will be used to inspect
all the traffic within the virtual network. 

You need to provide high availability for the NVAs. The solution must minimize administrative effort. 

What should you include in the solution? 

A. Azure Standard Load Balancer 

B. Azure Application Gateway 

C. Azure Traffic Manager 

D. Azure Front Door 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/dmz/nva-ha?tabs=cli 
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QUESTION 15

HOTSPOT 

You have the network topology shown in the Topology exhibit. (Click the Topology tab.) 

You have the Azure firewall shown in the Firewall 1 exhibit. (Click the Firewall tab.) 

You have the route table shown in the RouteTable1 exhibit. (Click the RouteTable1 tab.) 
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For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Yes 

Resources in Subnet1 will use the Route2 and its Next hop ID address to the Firewall to reach the Internet. 

Box 2: Yes 

Yes, with network network peering. 

Box 3: No 

Resources in Subnet2 can only reach resources in Subnet1, as gateway transit for virtual network peering has not been
configured. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-udr-overview 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-peering-gateway-transit 
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